This term, in Rabbits class, our topic is
‘Once upon a time’
Continuing Learning at Home

Here is an overview of what we are learning in Year
One this term:
Literacy
We will be reading and sharing many books for this
half-term including a variety of traditional tales
including ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ and ‘The
Three Little Pigs’. We will be also looking at
instructions and making our own Easter nests.
Our writing will be focussing on creating a wanted
poster, retelling the story of the Three Little Pigs

and writing our own instructions. When writing,
children will be encouraged to use a correct pencil
grip and form their letters correctly in preparation
for joining their letters. We will teach the use of
finger spaces, full stops and capital letters in
addition to a range of adjectives and conjunctions.
Maths
This term we will be continuing with place value and
looking at length/height and weight/volume. We will
continue to write our numbers to 20 correctly and
recognising number bonds to 20.
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We will be carrying out a ‘three little pigs’
investigation, deciding which material would be
best.
As geographers we’ll be finding out:
 About buildings around the world.

As historians, we’ll be finding out:
 About what houses were like in the past, over
100 years ago.
As technologists, we’ll be finding out:
 About how to design and build our own homes.
As artists, we’ll be:
 Learning about the artist LS Lowry and creating
a piece inspired by Lowry.
PSHE
In PSHE this term we will be learning about ‘Healthy
Me’ where we’ll explore what it means to be healthy
and safe, make healthy choices and understand about
medicine and road safety.
P.E.
Once we are back at school, our P.E. day will be
Tuesday. We will focus on developing partner work.
A gentle reminder to make sure all PE kits are named.
Please make sure your child has outdoor trainers,
jogging bottoms and a jumper.
R.E
We will be learning about Christianity and the Easter
Story, with a focus on Palm Sunday.

ICT & Computing
We will be learning how to:





Use diagonal direction keys to
characters in the right direction.
Create a simple algorithm.
Debug their algorithm
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